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        Commercial Bike Racks

    
    
        View our range of bicycle parking rails, multiple bike racks, vertical wall and post mounted bike racks, 2 tier parking systems and dynamic bike racks.
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        Multiple Bike Racks

    
    
        The EXPO Series is the proven solution where multiple bicycle parking spaces are required.  As a proprietary Registered Design, the Expo Series has become Austaralia's most popular multi-bike rack. 
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        BICYCLE PARKING RAILS

    
    
        The CBR Series offers a simple and effective solution that can be installed to accommodate 1‐100's of bikes in an unlimited variety of configurations and in challenging spaces.
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        Vertical Bike Racks

    
    
        Cora's proprietary vertical bike racks can reduce the distance a bicycle extends into the floor space by 30%.
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        2 Tier Bike Racks

    
    
        Where maximum capacity is critical and ceiling heights allow, Cora Bike Rack's 2 tier bike racks offer the ability to increase capacity of a bike room by over 100%.
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        Dynamic Bike Racks

    
    
        Recognising that space is a expensive and limited resource for buildings, AS2890.3 (2015) introduced the concept of 'Dynamic' bike racks.  Compliant Dynamic rack designs can increase capacity in a given space by 20%.
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        Horizontal Wall & Post

    
    
        The Cora CWR Series provide a secure and compliant bicycle parking option for otherwise under utilised areas.
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        Bike Lockers

    
    
        View our range of bike lockers designed to keep bikes safe and provide cyclists with peace of mind. Models include single door, double door, vertical and 2 tier lockers.
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        Bike Maintenance

    
    
        No end of trip facility or bike room should be without a commercial grade bicycle repair stand and tyre pump. 
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        Skateboard & Scooter Racks

    
    
        Primary and secondary schools, TAFE's, Universities and recreation facilities all face an increasing need to provide an organised and secure parking solution for skateboards and scooters.
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        Custom Bike Racks

    
    
        Have an idea for a great bike rack? Need a business or local council logo displayed? Want to add some colour to your bike racks?
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        Clothing Lockers

    
    
        Complete your EOT change room facility with Australia's most secure & stylish changeroom lockers that provide cyclists the ideal place to store their riding and work clothes.
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                    Let's do Business!

                

                
                    
                        Cora Bike Rack is waiting to help create your next EOT bike room
With innovative product designs, AS2890.3 experts and customer service second to none, the team at Cora will take care of your bicycle parking headaches and provide you with best-in-class bike parking and micro mobility solutions.
Leave the heavy lifting to us.  In addition to providing high quality BIM/Revit content for your drawings, we can provide user friendly, space efficient and AS compliant bike room layouts for you.
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